JAZZ:
Jazz is a relatively new style of dance it consists of leaps,
tricky techniques and body pumping! Students that attend
jazz will learn brand new skills and dances in-groups and
independently. We offer a range of jazz lessons for
students of all ages & abilities.
BALLET:
Ballet dance is a very formal and strict style of dance.
Ballet has become a highly technical form of dance with its
very own French vocabulary and it is typically performed to
classical music. In order to become proficient at ballet
dance, one must be extremely dedicated to the art and
diligent in regard to practice and rehearsal time.
PERFORMING ARTS:
Our popular Performing Arts lessons combine drama, dance
and singing which when choreographed together create
pieces of musical theatre. Students will learn scenes from
famous musicals such as Chicago, Mary Poppins & Matilda!
Additionally, students are given the opportunity to create
their own pieces of theatre using music, props and effects
and practise their acquired skills. We strive to re-create
scenes with acting, singing and dancing combined along
with set, props and extraordinary costumes to really set
the scene and inspire students to dive into the amazing
world of theatre!

SINGING:
Each lesson consists of short singing exercises, breathing
techniques and tongue twisters. Students have the
opportunity to follow the Rockschool (exam board) syllabus
if the student is wishing to take exams from level 1 all the
way to level 8. Each student will feel more confident after
each lesson and will be encouraged to take part in local
events and showcase their talent. We offer regular private
singing lessons and to suit the individual both of which can
be for one hour or just half an hour.
STREET:
Street dance is used to describe all the hip hop and funk
dance styles that began appearing in the United States
since the 1970s. Most of these styles such as breakdance,
popping, locking and hip hop are still alive and evolving
within the hip hop culture of today, and are seen regularly
in music videos. Classes are creative and blend original
hip-hop styles fused with modern commercial moves to the
latest hip-hop controversial beats!
TAP:
Tap dance is a form of dance, characterised by using the
sounds of taps shoes striking the floor as a form of
percussion. Two major variations on tap dance exist:
rhythm (jazz) tap and Broadway tap. Broadway tap focuses
on dance; it is widely performed in musical theatre.
Rhythm tap focuses on musicality, and practitioners
consider themselves to be a part of the Jazz tradition.

ACRO:
Acro dance is a style of dance that combines classical
dance technique with precision acrobatic elements. It is
defined by its athletic character, its unique choreography,
which seamlessly blends dance and acrobatics together by
using tricks and difficult positional shapes. Acro dance is
known by various other names including acrobatic dance
and gymnastic dance, though it is most commonly referred
to simply as Acro by dancers and dance professionals.
CONTEMPORARY:
Contemporary dance is a genre of dance that developed
during the mid-twentieth century and has since grown to
become one of the dominant genres for formally trained
dancers throughout the world. Although originally informed
by and borrowing from classical, modern, and jazz styles, it
has come to incorporate elements from many styles of
dance. Due to its technical similarities, it is often perceived
to be closely related to modern dance, ballet, and other
classical concert dance styles.
FRANKS CREW/FRANKS SQUAD:
This is just the title of the class but it is essentially a street
class and the 2 sessions are defined by age and ability of
the student.
MINI STEPS/ADVANCED MINI STEPS:
This is just the title of the class but it is essentially a mixed
style class that can vary from term to term and again the 2
sessions are defined by age and ability of the student. It is
made up of students who are aged 3-6 & 7-10 and are still
exploring all styles before deciding where to advance their
training.

